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Access to finance: a major structural 
constraint for Developing Countries



Financial systems and corporate credit: aggregate 
trends in the world economy(1990-2005)



The relative importance of constraints to 
business by country group



Financial constraints in Transition Economies (TE) and 
other country groups



National Innovation Systems and the Business 
Environment in East Asia: selected indicators



Foreign debt contracted by developing-country 
firms, 1999–2006, billions $



Net portfolio equity flows to developing 
countries, 2000–06 (billion $)



INVESTMENT AND TECHNOLOGICAL CHANGE

� Cost of new investment 
� Adjustment costs (complementary investment and learning)
� Working capital

Investment Capabilities: 
Knowledge gaps

�Capital Structure

�Industrial Organisation

�Corporate Performance

Financial Resources: 
Constraint markets

•Information asymmetries
•Financial Structure
•Corporate finance
•Incentives structure

•Technological Capabilities
•Corporate strategy
•Sectoral characteristics



Corporate expansion and investment financing

STAGES OF 
BUSINESS 
DEVELOPMENT 

START-UP FIRMS GROWTH FIRMS MATURE FIRMS 

 No demonstrated track record; 
Minimal business system 
development. 

Demonstrated product 
potential on small scale or 
prototype basis; 
Proven management team; 
Rapid business system 
development. 

Stabilisation of competition; 
Development of sophisticated 
business systems; 
Increasing concentration on 
cost economies. 

 
STAGES OF 
FINANCE 

 
EARLY-STAGE 
FINANCING 

 
LATER-STAGE 
FINANCING 

 
MATURE AND LATE-
STAGE FINANCING 

  
Seed finance- 
A relatively small amount of 
capital provided to an inventor 
or entrepreneur to develop 
and/or improve a concept. 

 
Second-stage finance- 
Working capital provided 
for the initial expansion of a 
company. 

 
Turn-around finance- 
Financing provided for 
companies in trouble for 
bankruptcy or reorganisation 
purposes. 

  
Start-up finance- 
Financing provided to 
companies for product 
development and marketing. 

 
Third-stage finance- 
Financing provided for 
major expansion of a 
company whose sales 
volume is increasing. 

 
Management/lever-aged buy-
out- 
Financing provided for 
management to acquire equity 
interest in firm. 

  
First-stage finance- 
Financing provided to 
companies to initiate 
commercial manufacturing and 
sales. 

 
Bridge finance- Financing 
provided for a company 
expecting to go public 
within six months to a year. 

 
Mergers/acquisition 
privatisation- 
Financing provided to cover 
firm’s share of costs in a 
merger, acquisition or 
privatisation of company. 

 



INSIGHTS from  SECTORAL BENCHMARKING



Market failures and technological  investment 
in Developing Countries

• Imperfections:
– credit markets

– equity markets, and 
– insurance markets

• Coordination failures

• Externalities



The technological development 
process in catching up countries



A Summary of Policy Responses
• Coordinating technology acquisition decisions acros s firms and sectors 

• Sharing risk and enabling the financing of investme nt in new technologies and 
sectors 

• Sharing risks in labour training and learning proces ses 

• Providing targeted infrastructure to critical secto rs 

• Developing regulatory capacity to maintain and enha nce competitiveness 

The mix of policies will depend on the technologies being adopted and the pre-existing strengths 
and weaknesses of entrepreneurs, financial institutions, infrastructure and skills in the sector. 

The critical determinant of success is likely to be governance and regulatory capacities to 
maintain and enhance competitiveness through monitoring and taking tough action when required, 
including the early withdrawal of support if progress is unsatisfactory. 

While most countries have tried variants of industr ial and technology policies in the past, 
the main cause of their differential success has of ten been the efficacy with which 
incentives have been implemented, and the credibili ty with which their withdrawal has 
been organized in cases of poor performance.



Relevance to Transition 
Economies

• Generic market failures justify the need for a policy framework aiming at  the 
triangle: firms-capital markets-technological development .

• The global search for innovative projects is increasing the importance of 
risk. In this context, the quality of local financial intermediation is influencing 
investment decisions.

• The European integration process is enhancing  the credibility of transition 
economies and perceived lower risk is reducing the cost of credit. 

• This trend combined with supply-side financial incentives, supported by the 
EU, is leading to a proliferation of competing investment projects.

• Thus, the quality of investment decisions is emerging as a strategic problem 
for transition economies.



Bank loans to the corporate sector:  EA-12 vs. 
Transition Economies and Southern Europe (% GDP)


